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The Josephus problem is a highly addictive conundrum if ever there was
one. A relatively well-known arithmetical puzzle that crops up regularly in
popular mathematics and even computer science, it is part of the family of
decimation problems. The somewhat bloody origin1 of this word makes perfect
sense in the context of the Josephus problem.
The problem statement is very simple: 41 people are standing in a circle
and a starting point is chosen (Figure 1a).

Figure 1: The decimation process.

1. The term decimation derives from the Roman military punishment of “eliminating” one out of ten people in a
group. The person was probably chosen by drawing lots.
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Starting with this person, we count 1, 2, and the third person is removed.2
The process continues: 1, 2, and the third person is removed. The first people to
leave the circle are therefore numbered 3, 6, 9 and 12, as shown in Figure 1b.
The same process is repeated around the circle (Figure 2a). Notice that after one
full circle, empty places appear, which complicates matters. Here are the
numbers of the unlucky losers, in the order of their elimination (Figure 2b):
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 1, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23, 28...
The question is: Where to stand in the circle to be last survivor? In other
words, what will be last remaining number in the circle?

Figure 2: The decimation process continues.

2. The term decimation will be used here even if a person is selected from a group of n people, where n is other
than 10.
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I – THE JEWISH WAR
The above problem is generally connected to Flavius Josephus, a “historian”
of the first century AD, who related this episode of his life (he was one of the 41
men) in his work The Jewish War. Each person singled out in the process
described above was killed by the next person selected. Clearly, Flavius Josephus
knew how to solve the problem.
Mathematically speaking, in the standard scenario (for a given number of
people, not necessarily counted in threes) the solution cannot be obtained by
direct calculation.3 Indeed it is probably the absence of a direct and general
solution that accounts for the problem’s enduring appeal and makes it intriguing
even today. What’s more, regardless of the initial input data, it is relatively
straightforward to simulate the decimation phase using a computer to obtain the
number of the last survivor in the circle and the order of elimination: such a
programme is fun to write and budding programmers are encouraged not to read
the suggested solution at the end of this article before working it out for
themselves.
The historical dimension of the story can only pique curiosity and it is
difficult to resist the temptation to seek further details on how the original hero
saved his skin in those distant times. Contemporary accounts describe how,
during the Siege of Jotapata by Vespasian4 in 67 AD, 41 men (Flavius Josephus,
then governor of the city, and 40 soldiers) were cornered in a cave, refusing to
surrender. This historical context allows us to gauge Flavius Josephus’s prowess:
the situation in which he found himself, holed up in a cave knowing that the
slightest error would cost him his life, is hardly conducive to the serenity of mind
required to solve a cerebral problem involving a circle of 41 men.
The temptation is therefore great to seek out further information, though
not in book of mathematical puzzles but in one of the many translations based to
a greater or lesser extent on Flavius Josephus’s text. The first such publication is
in French and available on Gallica: it is the Œuvres complètes de Flavius Josèphe,
edited by Théodore Reinach, translated from the Greek by René Harmand, and
published from 1911 onwards. The extract is found in Tome III, chapter VIII, of
The Jewish War:5

3. Some solutions are based on recurrences, others on the calculation of annex sequences (“rounded”
geometric sequences), but there is no direct calculation in the standard scenario.
4. Who would become emperor two years later.
5. Source Gallica.
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Here is the passage in question:
Since, he said, we are resolved to die, let us leave it to fate to decide the
order in which we shall kill one another: the first man designated by
chance will fall by the sword of the next such man, and thus fate will
successively mark out the victims and their killers, sparing us from taking
our lives with our own hands […] Finally, by luck or because Providence
had ordained it, Josephus alone remained with one other man: then, loth
to submit his life to fate or, if he alone remained, to sully his hands with
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the blood of a compatriot, he persuaded the man, under oath, to spare
their lives.

Algorithmically speaking, this is hardly satisfying. This, it seems, is more a
tale of chance and divine Providence than prodigious calculation. Apart from the
number of men, which is indeed 41 in this text (the figure is referred in the
previous pages), there is no mention of a circle, nor of any algorithmic means of
selecting the men to exclude from the circle by counting in threes.
In a footnote, the translator René Harmand voices some reservations about
the authenticity of the story told by Flavius Josephus, while nevertheless
admitting that since the Renaissance it has given rise to a “piquant mathematical
problem”.
Finally, the text hints that when only Josephus and his companion remain
alive, the former suggests putting an end to the decimation process for fear of
dying or being forced to kill. Yet, at the moment, Josephus necessarily knew in
which of the two possible situations he found himself. If he committed the final
murder (which is unlikely, since he is loth to become a murderer), it is his turn to
die. If on the other hand, it was committed by his companion, it is Josephus’s
turn to become the executioner and his survival is therefore assured. As he most
probably found himself in the second situation, it follows that Josephus really did
spare his companion, probably so as not to become an executioner himself. This
imprecision further undermines the story’s credibility.
However, the translation used in the present article was of course based on
texts other than the originals6 (which, it seems, are no longer extant). It is quite
conceivable that several versions of this passage exist, and that these vary in
how much detail they give on Flavius’s method and ingenuity. Below, for
example, is the same passage taken from the fifth volume of The Jewish War
(Tome III, Chapter XLIV). This translation from the Greek by Arnauld d’Andilly
has been republished many times since the 17th century (below, the edition from
1744):

6. It is thought that Flavius Josephus wrote in Aramaic and then produced his own translation into Greek. The
Latin translations appeared later.
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The text reads:
As you are resolved to die, let us cast lots to see who will be killed first by
the man who follows: & let us continue in the same manner […] Thus the
lots were cast: & the man on whom it fell leant his throat towards the man
who was to kill him: this continued until only Josephus & another man
were left, whether by chance or an act of God. Then Josephus, seeing that
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if he threw lots again, it would either cost him his life, or he would have to
soak his hands in the blood of one of his friends, persuaded the other to
live, after giving his word to save him.

While it seems clearer here that Josephus spared the second-to-last
survivor, we are still left wanting to know more about the actual decimation
process that was use: there is no circle, fate picks the victims, and Josephus gets
out alive without calculating a thing.

@@@@@@@
Lastly, there is a third version, known as the Capture of Jerusalem, written
in Slavic (Old Russian) and based on various manuscripts from the 15th and 16th
centuries containing the entire text or fragments of it mingled with other
chronicles. These manuscripts may be derived from older Slavic translations (12th
or 13th centuries) of even earlier and no longer existent texts. This Paleo-Slavic
version differs in several ways from the European versions with which we are
familiar. In particular, it contains details about the lives of Jesus and John the
Baptist. We can only speculate whether these details were added by the Slavic
translator or whether he translated from a lost version which contained such
details. The answer may be a bit of both.
A French translation of the Old Russian text by Pierre Pascal was published
in two volumes by the Institut d’Études Slaves in 1934 and 1938, under the title
The Capture of Jerusalem by Josephus the Jew. The Russian text was also
reprinted to accompany the French text. In 1965, the same translation, minus
the text in Russian, was published by the Éditions du Rocher.
The Paleo-Slavic version contains a description of the episode in the cave.
Here is P. Pascal’s translation:
Thus Josephus, entrusting his salvation to God, said: “Since God wishes
for our deaths, let us die by counting: the man at the end of the count will
be executed by his counterpart in the next count.” Having spoken thus, he
counted so shrewdly that he outwitted all. All except one man were killed
by the other men. Josephus, anxious not to taint his hands with the blood
of a compatriot, pleaded with him], and both men walked out alive.

This version is noticeably different from those we have considered up to this
point. While this is still a matter of entrusting one’s salvation to God, the
expression he counted so shrewdly that he outwitted all leaves little room for
ambiguity.
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Below is a handwritten copy of the Slavonic text:

The term translated as shrewdly (

) can also be interpreted as

wisely, which confers a different meaning (almost one of resignation) to the
sentence.
Traces of Josephus the number cruncher are not non-existent, but there is a
lack of technical details about the decimation process. What’s more, scope for
further investigating this text is limited. Thus, rather than seeking new
translations of Josephus’s tale, we can turn the problem on its head and try to
find out where the authors of mathematical puzzles unearthed this idea for an
arithmetical puzzle. This will perhaps lead us to one particular version of
The Jewish War.

II – ARITHMETICAL AMUSEMENTS
The tale is now so widely known that recent publications describe the
famous episode in the cave without giving an exact source. One has to turn to
specialist authors of the 19th and 20th centuries to obtain new information. In
particular, identical or similar problems are found (for example) in publications
by Édouard Lucas, an author well known for inventing the – for IT students –
endlessly maddening Tower of Hanoi puzzles, and Ernest Dudeney.
Ernest Dudeney’s book Amusements in Mathematics, published in 1917,
presents readers with a puzzle similar to the Josephus problem but involving cats
and mice. It does not really advance our quest to discover the truth about
Flavius’s calculatory prowess, but does provide an entertaining variation on the
theme.
Dudeney’s work is available on Project Gutenberg.7 Puzzle 232 is reproduced
below along with the illustration that accompanied the puzzle in the original
edition.

7. Page on Gutenberg.
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“Play fair!” said the mice. “You know the rules of the game.”
“Yes, I know the rules,” said the cat. “I've got to go round and round the circle,
in the direction that you are looking, and eat every thirteenth mouse, but I
must keep the white mouse for a tit-bit at the finish. Thirteen is an unlucky
number, but I will do my best to oblige you.”
“Hurry up, then!” shouted the mice.
“Give a fellow time to think,” said the cat. “I don't know which of you to start
at. I must figure it out.”
While the cat was working out the puzzle he fell asleep, and, the spell being
thus broken, the mice returned home in safety. At which mouse should the cat
have started the count in order that the white mouse should be the last eaten?
When the reader has solved that little puzzle, here is a second one for him.
What is the smallest number that the cat can count round and round the circle,
if he must start at the white mouse (calling that “one” in the count) and still eat
the white mouse last of all?
And as a third puzzle try to discover what is the smallest number that the cat
can count round and round if she must start at the white mouse (calling that
“one”) and make the white mouse the third eaten.

Clearly it is the same problem. While it appears to have been turned on its
head, Josephus’s solution (Who is last?) and the cat’s solution (Where to start to
finish at a predetermined position?) are interchangeable.8 The cat-and-mouse
problem is amusing, but unfortunately it does not bring us any closer to the
origin of the Josephus problem. For his part, Édouard Lucas proffers his version
8. We move from one problem to the other by changing the start point of the numbering, in other words by
shifting the numbers.
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in Arithmétique amusante, published posthumously in 1895.9 After expounding
another variant, which we will discuss later on, he gives some clues as to the
origin of the Josephus problem:

We read that:
Bachet, in his preface to the second edition of his Problèmes plaisants et
délectables qui se font par les nombres, recounts the origin of this curious
problem:
“Hegesippus, in the third tome of the War of Jerusalem, tells the
memorable story of Josephus, […] Josephus arranged the men in such a
way, and chose for himself such a fine position, that when the blood-bath
had come to an end, he alone remained alive […]”

9. Available on the site archive.org.
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Not only does Lucas seem to confirm that Josephus’s survival was not down
to luck, we now have two additional bibliographic sources:
-

Claude Gaspard Bachet, seigneur of Mériziac, a 17th-century author often
considered the first French author of mathematical puzzles,

-

and more importantly, another vision of The Jewish War entitled War of
Jerusalem, written by a certain Hegesippus, in which we find the phrase
Josephus arranged the men in such a way, and chose for himself such a fine
position…

@@@@@@@
Let’s first consider Bachet’s text. The second edition of Problèmes plaisants
et délectables, dating from 1624 (the first edition had been published 12 years
before), is available on Gallica:10

In this preface we read:
Finally, to reiterate that this book is far from useless, & that knowledge of
these Problems can be of great use on occasion, I wish to refer to
Hegesippus’s testimony alone, in the third tome of the Capture of
Jerusalem. There he recounts the memorable tale of Josephus, that
famous author who chronicled the very same war of the Jews […] he was
forced to withdraw into a cistern11 […] and would no doubt have paid with
10. Page on Gallica.
11. Here the cave has been replaced by a cistern. This is not very surprising, and the Reverend Calmet’s
historical dictionary of the Bible tells us that the terms lake (which we will come to later), cistern, cave and
even tomb could all refer to water reserves or sepulchres.
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his life had he not the wit to rid himself of those raving men, by availing
himself of the ploy that is my Problem 23. Pretending to be of their mind
[…] [he] readily persuaded [them] […] [that] it were better to stand in an
order of a sort, and by counting from one end, always execute the nth
man [tantième] (the author does not specify which [quantième]) until
there would remain one man alone, who would be obliged to end his own
life. […] Josephus arranged the men in such a way, and chose for himself
such a fine position […] that he alone remained alive.

The Problem 23 in question, a variant involving Turks and Christians on a
boat, was the one that inspired Édouard Lucas. Here is the text, taken from the
same edition from 1624:

The aim of the ship’s captain is to arrange 30 people (15 Christians and 15
Turks) in such a way that by removing 15 of them and counting in nines, the 15
survivors would be Christians. Bachet provides a mnemonic to remember the
positions to be assigned to the Turks and Christians:
Mort tu ne falliras pas
En me livrant le trépas
[Death you will not fail
To bring about my demise]
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Each vowel is assigned a number (1 for a, 2 pour e, 3 for i, 4 for o and 5 for
u) and the couplet therefore equates to a series of numbers: 4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 1, 1,
2, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1, indicating that the arrangement is 4 Christians, 5 Turks, 2
Christians, etc.
The final arrangement is given in Figure 3. Many other mnemonics exist in
various languages (Lucas gives one in Latin, which we will come to shortly) for
this problem, which we will henceforth refer to as the 15-15 variant, in which
Christians and Turks are sometimes replaced by people wearing black or white,
by different coloured pawns, or by well-behaved children and rascals…

Figure 3: 15-15 variant: by decimating every ninth person, the first 15 eliminated will
be grey. The first five are indicated by arrows.
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Bachet concludes his 23rd problem by returning to the Josephus problem:

The text reads:
As I alluded in the preface to this work, it was this invention that so subtly
spared Josephus in Jotapata, as we gather from Hegesippus’s testimony in
the tome 3 of the War of Jerusalem. And though he does not go into
enough detail, from what he says we can nevertheless imagine what
occurred. It is thus that he recounts how 40 soldiers escaped to the lake
with Josephus, and that with the said Josephus there were 41 men in all.
Thus, let us suppose that he ordered that every third man counted would
be killed: it is certain that in doing so, you will find, in the end, by the rule
given in the presentation, that Josephus had to stand in thirty-first place
after the first man counted if he intended to be the only man to remain
alive. But if he wished to save one of his companions, he had to put him in
sixteenth place, & and if he wished to save another, he had to put him in
thirty-fifth place.
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This passage suggests that it was Bachet’s choice to count in threes (he
states in the previously cited preface that the nth value is not given by
Hegesippus). While this value is not specified in the War of Jerusalem, according
to Bachet this work contained Josephus’s elimination protocol, albeit with few
details, but sufficient to confirm that Josephus did not simply place himself at the
mercy of divine Providence.
As a side note, and contrary to what is sometimes argued, it should be
pointed out that as far as we can make out, Bachet did not mistake the number
of men (there were indeed 41) nor the solution to the problem (16 and 31).
These values are equally correct in the first edition of 1612.
Bachet’s work was republished much later on, in 1874 (third edition),
annotated and commented on by A. Labosne. A later edition (the fifth), published
in 1884, is available on the website of the Conservatoire numérique des Arts et
Métiers.12
In this fifth edition, a note from Labosne, added to the preface, warns
readers against an erroneous interpretation of the work of Josephus, whose fate
had been subject to chance and Providence. However, like Lucas, Bachet
concentrates on Hegesippus’s version:13 it seems only natural to seek this
particular version of the text, which as far as we can tell has no reason to be less
accurate than any other.

III – HEGESIPPUS
Gallica has published several versions of The Hegesippus, including a
handsome manuscript edition14 from the 13th century. The passage is located on
the reverse side of leaf 77:

12. Page on CNUM.
13. This point is not developed here, but adds to the general confusion: the War of Jerusalem (De excidio urbis
Hierosolymitana), written around 370, was not written by Hegesippus, who lived in the 2nd century, but
probably by Saint-Ambroise de Milan (this thesis is not unanimously supported and some identify the pseudoHegesippus as a certain Isaac).
14. Page on Gallica.
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A French translation by I. Millet of Sainct-Amour is available on Google

Books:15
The text reads:
Companions, if you are in agreement, I am of the opinion that fate should
be the judge of the order we must uphold as we meet our deaths […] the
man first chosen by fate will be killed by the next man chosen, and so on
in succession […] This suggestion was all the more appealing to the men
for none suspected any ruse whatsoever, and with a single voice they
15. Page on Google Books.
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promptly assented: without opposition the men killed one another as fate
befell them, the following man executing the former. Thus it came to pass
that when all were slain Josephus alone remained with his companion, and
so it was that he should die, like the others, or at least taint his hands
with the pouring blood of his kin.

Once again, we lose the scent. While the text is ambiguous (the word fate
and ruse are both used), there is no mention of the soldiers being arranged in
any particular way, nor of Josephus choosing his fine position. However, the word
ruse makes an appearance, which is not the case in the non-Hegesippus versions
of The Jewish War. The two important passages, referring to the system of
drawing lots and the fact that the soldiers do not suspect any ruse, are also
present

in

a

Latin

manuscript

version

mentioned

above

(although

the

hypothetical ruse is not mentioned in such explicit terms):
Sortis istiusmodi condicio sit ut his

That the condition of this drawing of

qui sorte exierit ab eo qui sequitur

lots is that he on whom the lot falls

interimatur.

will be killed by the next such man.

Fidem fecit oblatio et universorum

The suggestion inspired confidence

adsensus sorti adquievit.

and all agreed to accept the drawing
of lots.

Could it be that Bachet came up with the problem, inspired by the simple
evocation of a possible ruse in the Hegesippus’s translation? The first edition of
Problème plaisants et délectables was published in 1612. There are stylistic
differences in the passage in the preface, but the content is identical. And the
problem (the 20th in the edition of 1612) is identical. For the time being, then,
the earliest trace of Flavius Josephus the number cruncher is found in Bachet in
1612.

IV – TREATY OF MATHEMATICAL GAMES
Wilhelm Ahren’s treaty on the history of mathematical games, published in
German at the turn of the last century, and as far as we know never translated,
fleshes out the story. Chapter 15 explores The Josephus Game. The first edition
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of Mathematische Unterhaltungen und Spiele (Mathematical Games and Puzzles),
published in 1901, is available online:16

Ahrens notes in the second paragraph:
The same problem had already been dealt with by Cardano, who had
christened it “The Josephus Game” (Ludus Joseph), in reference to the tale
recounted above.

The footnote provides clarification:
According to Cantor, our game is mentioned in the works of Nicolas
Chuquet, which were first printed at the beginning of the 1880s and until
then circulated in manuscript form.

16. Page on OpenLibrary.
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V – CHUQUET, CARDANO AND TARTAGLIA
Among the sources cited by Ahrens, the oldest is Nicolas Chuquet. Chuquet
wrote his manuscript in 1484, and a copy is conserved at the French Bibliothèque
Nationale. The story of this text is an interesting one: it was used by Estienne de
La Roche in the 16th century to compose his own treaty, Larismetique, published
in 152017 (some say that Estienne de La Roche shamefully copied passages from
Chuquet’s manuscript without citing his source). Chuquet’s work was then
“forgotten” for over 300 years until being rediscovered by Aristide Marre, who
reprinted it in 1880 and 1881 in the Bullettino di bibliografia e di storia delle
scienze matematiche e fisiche.18
The passage we are interested in is found in the Problèmes numériques
faisant suite et servant d’application au Triparty en la Science des nombres de
Nicolas Chuquet and forms Problem 146 (page 453). This is the very same
problem recounted by Bachet, although the protagonists’ religions are not the
same. The problem involves counting in nines and selecting 15 preselected
people from a group of 30. Figure 4 is a reproduction of the illustration that
accompanies Problem 146 in Chuquet’s manuscript (the illustration was not
reproduced in the 1881 publication).

Figure 4: Reproduction of the drawing illustrating Chuquet’s Problem 146. The
circles indicate the position of those who will be saved, and the crossed-out circles that of
those who will perish. The illustration reproduced the Latin mnemonic used by Chuquet to

17. Larismetique can be consulted on Google Books.
18. The 1880 and 1881 publications are available online (here and here).
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remember how the 30 individuals should be arranged (Lucas used an almost identical
19
phrase at the end of the 19th century): Populeam virgam matre regina tenebat.

Chuquet, however, does not mention Josephus or any similar problem. It is
the 15-15 problem that interests him.
Another source cited by Ahrens is a work by Cardano, Practica Arithmeticae,
published

in

1536.

Between

the

first

edition

of

the

Mathematische

Unterhaltungen und Spiele in 1901, and the last, in 1918, Ahrens refines his
position by stating that:
The game of Josephus – “Ludus Joseph” as it is called – was first
mentioned in Cardano’s Practica Arithmeticae.

Cardano’s text can be found in the edition of 153620 or in a later edition (the
Opera Omnia Opera Omnia21). The same text appears in both, and the extract
that interests us is found in the middle of paragraph 18 at the end of Chapter
LXI, De extraordinariis & Ludis.

19. “The queen mother held a poplar branch.”
20. Page on Google Books.
21. Page Universita degli Studi di Milano.
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What follows is a short passage in French about the decimation games:
[…] in the same way, we place as many tablets as we like in a circle,
selecting the white ones and putting the black ones to one side; let us say
that there are 15 white boards and as many black ones, but the statement
holds for any number; we know Josephus’s game, in which Josephus
inflicted death on his companions in such a way that the latter believed
they were at the mercy of fate, while he, catching his peers unawares,
was spared along with one of his companions; we arrange as many little
stones as we like in a circle and once two have been counted we remove
the third; this game seems admirable to those without judgment, although
it is simple…

Here Cardano succinctly sums up the statements of the two problems: the
15-15 version with black and white boards, and the Josephus game. The rules he
gives are surprisingly incomplete: while he mentions the fact that it involves
counting in threes22, he does not specify the number of people (which is
nonetheless the only piece of information stated in The Jewish War), and
therefore does not give the solution to the problem either.
We have already seen that the 15-15 version of the decimation problem is
older than Cardano’s work, since Chuquet mentions it. While it is impossible to
prove, it seems possible that the version of the problem associated with
Josephus was probably also in circulation before Cardano wrote it down. If the
reverse were true, he would have probably quoted at great length from
Josephus’s work and would no doubt have gone into more detail (number of
people, solution, etc.).

@@@@@@@
Before concluding this survey of the Josephus problem throughout the ages,
mention should be made of Niccolò Tartaglia’s work General trattato di numeri,
et misure, published between 1556 and 1560, which includes the problem in its
15-15 variant. It is more or less certain that Tartaglia was aware of Cardano’s
work when he was writing, because he had anxiously consulted the latter to see
if the publication contained the method for resolving third-degree polynomial
equations, which he had communicated to Cardano but did not wish to see
published.23

22. Cardono’s work thus contains the earliest mention of counting in threes that we have found.
23. It would published, however, in Cardano’s Ars Magna (1545), after Cardano claimed that Tartaglia was not
the first inventor of the resolution method for these equations but had been preceded, again according to
Cardano, by Scipione Dal Ferro.
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Tartaglia’s text has been digitised and put online by the University of
Strasbourg:24 the decimation problem is referred to in paragraph 203. Here is a
translation of the opening of the paragraph:
If someone would indulge me by arranging 30 pawns – 15 white ones and
15 black ones – on a draughts board, in such a way that by counting from
the first to the last, you will remove the blacks one by one without
touching any of the whites. It is as if there were an overloaded boat
containing 15 Christians and 15 Turks, and necessary to throw half the
passengers overboard, and one had to know how to seat and order them
so that by counting one could throw all the Turks overboard and save all
the Christians: the question is how to do so.
I say that if you wish to know how, you must bear in mind all the syllables
of the verse below and arrange as many black or white pawns (or seat as
many Christians) as indicated by the aforementioned syllables.

Tartaglia then states the vowel/number equivalence we have already
mentioned, and ends with a comprehensive list of mnemonics to recall how to
arrange the 30 people depending on whether one counts in threes, fours, etc.
Although he does not deal with the Josephus game, Tartaglia seems to have
treated

the

problem

in

more

depth

than

Cardano,

or

at

least

more

24. Page University of Strasbourg.
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systematically, and makes his contribution by suggesting new mnemonics for the
variants of the game.

VI – CONCLUSION
Any conclusion is unsatisfying given the number of variants of the historical
Josephus text and books of arithmetical puzzles that have covered the problem.
Each discovery almost systemically leads to new avenues to explore.
However, without saying anything original, we can at the very least confirm,
drawing on the texts, that neither the “classical” versions translated from the
Greek nor the pseudo-Hegesippus version of The Jewish War contain proof that
Josephus was a lover of arithmetical problems.
The case of the Slavic version is less straightforward. It seems likely,
however, that the Slavic then French translators were influenced by their existing
knowledge of the decimation problem and integrated it into their story.
As for the paternity of the Josephus problem, notwithstanding the fact that
it is mentioned by Cardano in his Practica Arithmeticae, the bulk of the work, as
we have seen, is attributable to Bachet and his Problèmes plaisants et
délectables published in 1612.
Cardano’s testimony leaves the impression that, unlike other problems for
which the author can claim paternity, the Josephus problem emerged from a
complex web of decimation problems (such as the 15-15 version with Turks and
Christians) well before it was published. Cardano was thus probably reporting a
problem that was already well known. If the opposite were true, he would almost
certainly have given more details. The paternity of the Josephus problem, from
this point of view, probably does not lie with either Bachet or Cardano.
As for decimation problems in general, and in particular the 15-15 problem
(division into two groups) that has cropped up several times, their origins are
much older than the one we have indicated here (Chuquet, 1484), for this type
of problem appeared in texts as early as the 12th century.

(September 2012)
(translated in English by Helen Tomlinson, published June 2014)
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Annexe: IT solution
It would be unthinkable to conclude this article without proposing a modern
solution to the Josephus problem. The following Python function indicates the
safe position in a scenario with n people and counting in ps. The third, optional
parameter indicates the number of people to be saved. The answer gives the list
of positions of the people in the circle.
def josephus (n,p,m=1) :
c=list (range(n))
pos=0
while len(c)>m :
pos= (pos+p-1)%len(c)
del c[pos]
if len(c)==1 : return c[0]+1
return tuple(v+1 for v in c)
We can thus check that place 31 is the one Josephus should occupy:
>>> josephus (41,3)
31
It is immediately clear that if you find yourself in a Roman legion of 6,000
men facing the same fate as Josephus’s companions:
>>> josephus(6000,3,2)
(3949, 5864)
you and your best friend must choose the places 3949 and 5864.

@@@@@@@
The solution to the problem of the Turks and Christians is obtained by
asking for the list of the 15 survivors out of a total of 30 people and a decimation
counted in nines:
>>> josephus(30,9,15)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 25, 28, 29)
Adding the following function will reproduce the arrangement specified by
Bachet:
def placement(seq,n) :
s=[[1 in seq,1]]
for i in range(2,n+1) :
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if s[-1][0]==(i in seq) : s[-1][1]+=1
else : s.append([i in seq,1])
return tuple(([’T’,’C’][i],j) for i,j in s)

We therefore obtain:
>>> arrangement(josephus(30,9,15),30)
((’C’, 4), (’T’, 5), (’C’, 2), (’T’, 1), (’C’, 3), (’T’, 1), (’C’, 1),
(’T’, 2), (’C’, 2), (’T’, 3), (’C’, 1), (’T’, 2), (’C’, 2), (’T’, 1))
The order is familiar: 4 Christians, 5 Turks, 2 Christians, and so on.

@@@@@@@
Lastly, it is possible to resolve the cat problem posed by Dudeney:
>>> n=13
>>> josephus(n,n)
8
>>> n+1-josephus(n,n)
6
The eighth mouse will be the last to be eaten. In order to save the white
mouse for last, the cat must start counting from the mouse located six places
after the white mouse.
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